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How reliant we have 
become on the internet! 
In this day of Facebook, 
Instagram, WattsApp, Twitter, 
Tik Tok, email, LinkedIn, 
YouTube and Google, when 
businesses rely on the internet 
to function on a day to day 
basis, if something goes 
wrong, and there are potholes 
in the information super 
highway ... everything comes 
to a complete standstill.   This 
publication does most of its 

business via email – and when 
the internet is down due a glitch 
with the service provider or a 
rampant winter storm, what 
a disaster it can be!  It is like 
the day after the Apocalypse 
... I expect a tumbleweed will 
roll past and perhaps a pack of 
starving Zombies might stagger 
down the street. 

When did we get to this point 
that we have become so 
dependent on the internet? I am 
a bit of a Facebook-junkie. I love 
playing Scrabble, particularly, 
but also like several other 
games that I play from time to 
time. I never use a hard copy 
of the telephone directory 
anymore – I normally just 

[ FROM THE EDITOR ]  Judy Stephan

Speeding Down the 
Information Super Highway

Google the number. Google is 
actually an acceptable verb in 
our vocabulary – you can Google 
anything!  You book travel; 
sports and entertainment tickets; 
browse through classified sales 
online ... you can even name a 
star through the internet. You can 
read newspapers from around 
the world; stream videos and 
movies; flip through websites for 
information and Skype someone 
at the other side of the planet.

But I remember nostalgically 
a much simpler time ... when 
you played Scrabble with a real 
person and could argue about 
a word ... when you had to page 
laboriously through a telephone 
directory which also had other 

uses like keeping a door open 
... when you would visit a travel 
agent to plan a vacation and 
go to the theatre to reserve 
tickets. Do you remember 
writing letters to pen-friends 
and distant relatives and the 
excitement of waiting for the 
mail man to visit?

The internet has, on one hand, 
brought information to our 
very fingertips, but it has also 
changed our lives completely.

I will continue to cruise down 
the information super highway 
at breakneck speed and hope 
I won’t catch any viruses along 
the way.
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D I N E  |  S H O P   |   P L A Y  |  E X P L O R E

  Shop Locally...
Shop Downtown   
      Nanaimo
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[ DESTINATION DOWNTOWN ] By Kim Smythe - Chair, Downtown Nanaimo Business Association

Here’s what we know -- with twists and 
turns, surges and waves we’re heading 
into a full season of further pandemic 
surprises, pronouncements, and, likely 
– some disappointments. But, reflecting 
back on our summer, you couldn’t help 
but notice that Downtown Nanaimo 

experienced residents and visitors very 
busy “rediscovering” one of their favourite 
neighbourhoods. Downtown Nanaimo’s 
50+ restaurants have been filled nearly to 
capacity and personal shopping is peaking, 
according to widespread reports.

Downtown Nanaimo hosted a handful of 
fun events and initiatives this summer. 
Summertime “Corner Concerts” saw thirty-
six different performers on downtown 
corners during lunch hours this summer 
– hosted by the new Downtown Nanaimo 
Business Association. There were  
traditional strummers and singers, and 
a ukulele-playing mermaid, a cellist, solo 
accapella singers, a juggler, a DJ, piano-man 
Marty Steele (a Night Market mainstay) and 
the father-son duo of Marty Shepherd on 
horn and Kyle on vox and beat box. 

The Old City Quarter also presented their 
“Summer Sounds” events during August 
with great success. Nanaimo Parks, 
Recreation & Culture heavily promoted a 
fine series of summer concerts in our parks 
– some on the edge of Downtown Nanaimo. 
Moving forward, we’ve got a lot to celebrate 
downtown now, and in the coming months.

“WinterFest” is the name of the next major 
event being planned now for downtown 
(focused on Diana Krall Plaza this November 
and December), a possible launch point 
for the redesign and ‘re-animation’ of this 
Plaza to better meet the community’s 
desires for that space. These initiatives 
are just the beginning of what’s to come in 
rediscovering what a Downtown Nanaimo 
Business Association plans to offer. It’s an 
exciting time for the heart of the harbour 
city -- join us and enjoy!

Don’t forget the City of Nanaimo’s Re-
Imagine campaign (nanaimo.ca) invites 
input to community planning and there’s 
lots to comment on. You can also connect 
to downtown at our new web site --  
www.downtownnanaimo.ca -- let us  
know what you’d like to see downtown!

Downtown Jumps Back To Life
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CEO and owner of Blaise the Trail inc. 
Consulting Agency, Blaise Hunter, 
has been nominated for a 2021 Global 
Business Mothers Award. 
The Global Business Mothers Awards, 
presented by The Women’s Business School, 
is a platform based out of Australia that 
celebrates the best and brightest mothers in 
business globally. This event acknowledges 
success in entrepreneurship, innovation, 
and philanthropic ventures. The awards are 
about supporting mothers in business, pro-
viding a unique opportunity for women from 
all over the world to come together to pro-
mote their businesses, connect with fellow 

mothers, and champion their achievements. 
Covid-19 has affected the lives of women 
everywhere with so many mothers working, 
home-schooling, and caring for others. The 
Women’s Business School believes it is a vital 
time to shine the spotlight on the efforts of 
mothers in business internationally. 
The two-time award-winning humanitarian 
and author lives in Nanaimo and runs a suc-
cessful consulting agency which helps people 
birth their goals, voices, books, and brands. 
Blaise is breaking barriers with her work 
world-wide. Known as the Modern-Day 
Superhero—Heroine, she contends for 

“It’s always such an honour to have your work 
be valued and gain exposure,” she says. “The 
more impact my business can make globally, 
the more positive change we will see amongst 
humankind and that is my ultimate goal. This 
year tested entrepreneurs to the core and this 
nomination just proves women can still be 
fertile amongst a barren season. Every day I 
decide to lean into the hardships and let it fuel 
my mission even more. We all have a destiny to 
fulfil. Congratulations to all the other incredible 
nominees. I salute all our hard work.” 
Blaise speaks at conferences and consults 
with various clients from Canada, the US, 
and the UK, and she also assists parents in 

discovering peace amongst infertility and loss. 
She deals with a rare illness, experienced three 
miscarriages, battled depression, and then 
decided to fight back. Blaise wrote her book to 
heal and in turn, "Heroine: Embrace Your Flaws 
& Own Your Awesome" has become a women’s 
survival guide and mental health resource 
tool to inspire others to rise up through the 
ashes and become their own heroes. Resist-
ance, Relentlessness, and Resiliency are what 
shape one’s future. She is on a crusade to heal 
humanity and inspire the world to pick up the 
mantle of inspiration. The winners of the 2021 
Global Business Mothers Awards will be an-
nounced this October. 

women to own their super-identity. She was 
also named top 20 disruptor for 2021 in 
North America. Blaise is an author, Influen-
cer,  Award winner at the 2020 Canadian 
Women of Inspiration Awards, international 
speaker, fertility expert, certified human 
rights advocate, Mother of Purpose, and 
Breaker of Chains. She is a change agent for 
women’s rights. Blaise’s mission is to shake 
up the status quo and right the wrongs of 
this world. Her “disruption leads to inclusion” 
approach is making an impact wherever she 
goes. Leveraging her expertise in the enter-
tainment, journalism, and public relations 
industries, she is a sought-after consultant. 

Blaise founded the Heroine Movement to 
compel women to draw their swords and 
breathe fire on this world. She has also es-
tablished the non-profit organization, Foot-
prints Infertility & Pregnancy Loss Support 
Initiative. After experiencing three miscarri-
ages, she decided to create a conversation 
on this taboo topic and inject more empathy 
into the frontlines. She hand-makes mental 
health support bags for grieving parents the 
moment their trauma happens. Blaise is on 
a crusade to change the medical system one 
hospital at a time and put the care back into 
healthcare. She won a Women of Influence 
Award for her advocacy with this cause. 

Nanaimo Business Owner Makes Impact on a Global Scale

[ CELEBRITY SPOTLIGHT ] 
Compiled by Judy Stephan

“This award nomination means my message of hope is being heard around the world. It is my 
mission to empower and inspire.” Blaise Hunter – CEO, Blaise the Trail inc.  blaisehunter.com
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Construction is well under way 
on the Duo Luxury Townhome 
Project in Parksville, BC. Get 
ready to explore the idea of 
down-sizing, simplifying or 
simply enjoying your perfect 
space with all of the quality 
and thoughtful design of a 
luxury home. The 7 signature 
units in the development 
feature large, two-storey 
floor plans with two equally 
impressive master suites. With 
an average of 2000 square 
feet of living space you can 
enjoy your personal space 
with no need to compromise 
while sharing a life in the same 

home… luxury meets custom 
functionality! Two full master 
bath and walk-in closet spaces 
and individually controlled 
temperature settings in 
each master suite highlight 
the fresh west coast interior 
design of these units.

13 single-storey patio homes 
with both functional and 
opulent features complete the 
project. Ranging in size from 
1,230 - 1560 square feet these 
homes offer two choices of 
finishes and beautiful design 

[ BUSINESS PROFILE ]

elements with two bedroom 
plus den floor plans.   

We are excited to still be 
partnering with Nanaimo 
Recycling Exchange throughout 
the construction process 
to continue developing our 
waste diversion plan started 
during the deconstruction of 
the existing homes at the site.  
We sincerely appreciate NRE’s 
efforts on our project and their 
continued commitment to the 
environment.

More information on the 
project, a video of the site plan 
and examples of the various 
floor plans are available at 
www.duotownhomes.ca.   
Pricing will be available in late 
September with the show 
suite opening for viewing 
starting in early December. 
Project completion and first 
home occupancies are set for 
Spring of 2022. Register on 
our website today to receive 
project updates and additional 
information. Duo Luxury 
Townhomes… find solitude 
together.

See Duo’s ad on page 31

Duo Luxury Townhomes
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[ SAVVY SENIORS ]

No matter what ‘home’ means to you 
there are common threads that bind us 
all. Living well at Origin at Longwood is 
wholly achievable. We work as a partnership 
within a friendship and have a firm commit-
ment to enriching lives. We have spent dec-
ades perfecting services and programs and 
see the transformative effect of The Origin 
Way™ as this philosophy nurtures mind, body 
and spirit wellness. The ‘Origin Way’, embod-
ied at Longwood, is dedicated to exceptional 
service, guided through the treasured wisdom 
from both Community and Team Members, 
and our vibrant, experienced executive 
leadership team. Origin at Longwood staff 
(or Team Members) are dedicated and highly 
trained people, fused by a singular mission; 
to enrich the lives of our residents (or Com-
munity Members). A community of older 
adults, safely living in Community and in be-
ing in connection, has been the best gift over 
the last year and a half as we navigate our 
changing worlds. Living at Longwood, being 

with friends and feeling so well nurtured, has 
closed the gap that loneliness, life and logis-
tics may have interrupted. Safe processes for 
meaningful relationships are our hallmark.

Of course, we proudly offer comfortable, well-
appointed suites, nutritious meals, safe, calm 
common areas and an environment where you 
will want to participate and belong. The warm 
salt-water pool, the movement and exercise 
studios, the art and music, the patios and walk-
ing paths, and the spa, all conspire to create a 
uniquely connected and healthy community. 
Living your life, independently, unrestricted 
yet in connection, is our focus at Origin at 
Longwood. Nestled within tall, west coast trees, 
calm and secure, Longwood is the perfect place 
to explore your later mid-life with no fuss or 
bother. An active, supported, creative lifestyle 
is at the core of our philosophy and, through 
focused, intelligent services and programming; 
living at Longwood can nourish your mind, 
support your body and lift your spirits. To learn 
more, to come and meet us and take a tour 
or just begin to explore how we can help you 
achieve your goals, answer your questions and 
soothe your heart, connect here:

250-751-7755 or visit us online  
www.originlongwood.ca

Support is just a phone call away. 

613.417.3361   www.bayshore.ca

There’s no place like home
At Bayshore Home Health we understand that 

neighbourhood care provider, we are here to 
support you and your family through every step 
of the care process. Our home care services 
include personal care, housekeeping and nursing.

  FREE IN-HOME CONSULTATIONS

  NO LONG TERM CONTRACTS

  BONDED & INSURED CAREGIVERS

Home health care services

Active Senior Living
Origin at Longwood: 
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Dorothy Engst is a sprite faerie god-
dess. Her humble view on growing older 
is simply angelic. She and women like her 
are building a legacy through a fundraiser 
created to empower all women:

Dorothy twinkles when she says: “To find 
real beauty in a woman, I look to her 
strength, her genuine strength; the kind 
that is forged and tempered as part of a 
fully-lived life. I’m not talking about the 
vigour needed to chop wood and start the 
fire every morning, although for many of 
us that is the case. But rather, I mean the 
strength that comes when we’ve loved 
and lost too many times. The strength that 
comes when we swallow our fears and 
release our children to learn from their 
own mistakes. The strength that comes 
as we struggle through bouts of hopeless-

ness—mental, financial, spiritual, physical 
— and still manage to find the light on the 
other side.

And now… the strength that comes as we 
face ageism. 

Smiling, she impishly continues: When I in-
vited the women to take part in the calendar 
project, I assumed that at this stage in their 
life, like me; they wouldn’t be concerned 
about modeling nude. And for most of the 
cases, this was true. After all, these are the 
bodies of battle-worn, resilient women. 
Women who have been here for more than 
half a century. These women embrace every 
scar, both inside and out. They’ve gone 
through enough to say, “Bring it on…go 
ahead…I can do this!”

Dorothy continues: “It’s through life’s hard-

ships that we gain our strength. The only 
thing more beautiful than a woman who 
bears the marks of time, is the woman who 
lifts up others who are going through the 
same. I consider myself blessed to live on 
an island where these women surround 
me.”

“The Faerie Goddess Mothers of Gabri-
ola 2022 calendar is being created in real-
time, Gabriola time; one photo per month. 
More than 50 amazing women are involved”

“We are the wings that hold each other up.”

Pre-order this enchanting calendar  
today!  Contact Dorothy Engst at  
authordorothy@gmail.com

** Tune in Monday’s at 1:00 to Act3 Radio on  
CHLY 101.7 FM and watch Act3 on Shaw Spotlight

Faerie Goddess 
Mothers of Gabriola 

[ SAVVY SENIORS ]  By Cathy Holmes

CATHY HOLMES
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Intrabit: One World
“Intrabit: One World” is a fictional 
autobiography written by  
Melody Lily Jade.

This innovative book focuses on numerous 
themes such as good versus evil, everlasting 
love, redemption, perseverance, change 
versus tradition, facing darkness, and 
understanding reality. The novel also 
touches on experiences with racism, 
environmental concerns, and abuse. 

The two main characters are Lillian and 
Melayna, who exist in different planes 
of existence, yet are connected on a 
primitive level. They both discover they 
have the power to visit each other’s 
lives, and can even subconsciously 
influence the thoughts and actions of 
the people around them. When one 
woman finds herself in peril, the other is 
there to support them, and vice-versa. 

Then, the novel takes unexpected twists 
and turns while the women discover the 

truth of their connection, 
and, eventually, their core 

purpose as a combined unit as 
they overcome traumas from their past. 
They travel and grow as individuals but 
it’s their connections with loved ones 
that anchor them in a singular place. 
They follow the music within their cores, 
to discover so much more.”

Available in hardcover, paperback, 
and ebook formats on Amazon and 
50,000 bookstores worldwide in 
January 2022.

INTRABIT 
One World

by Melody Lily Jade

[ BOOK TALK ]
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Husband & wife team 
Donna Osland & 
Nathan Demchuck

Quantum Internet   
 Solutions 

Tired of dealing with the big, impersonal 
multi-level service providers? Quantum 
Internet Solutions (QIS) might be 
the answer for your home, business, 
campground or remote workcamps.
Born out of necessity, this dynamic 
husband-and wife team created Quantum 
Internet Solutions. Nathan Demchuk and 
Donna Osland were disillusioned by the 
usual providers who still charged fees even 
though houses had burned down in Fort 
McMurray and were appalled at the lack of 
internet service in some rural areas. The 
couple believe that everybody has a right 
to better connectivity, so they started their 
own company in Leduc, Alberta. When they 
decided to move to Vancouver Island and 
settled in Nanaimo, they left that branch 
in the capable hands of their son and 
daughter-in-law.

They based QIS on rectifying what they 

did not like about the bigger providers… 
so run their business with no call centres; 
always dealing with an actual person; 
a quick turnaround; no contracts for 
residential services, and great personal 
service at a fraction of the cost. You are 
not simply an account number, but family, 
and Donna says that they are on a first-
name basis with most of their clients.

They can customise any package for 
you delivering on your specific needs 
and situation. Packages can include high 
speed cable, DSL internet or enterprise 
fibre; reliable and affordable VOIP 
phones, and a widevariety of other 
services and solutions including television 
(with multiple international channels); 
networking solutions and services for 
your home or business – and even 
website design and hosting. They can 
engineer innovative solutions for remote 
communities and workplaces; and offer 
round the clock support.

And that’s not all, the couple is giving 
back to the community too and are at 

present offering free connectivity to those 
displaced by the wildfires, as well as 
working on providing high speed internet 
to First Nations communities on Quadra 
Island.

For more information about this incredible 
company and innovative service, call  
250-738-3000 or email Donna or Nathan: 
info@quantuminternetsolutions.com

[ BUSINESS PROFILE ]

READ IT ON YOUR SMARTPHONE OR TABLET - NANAIMOMAGAZINE.CA

 Your Newest Island Telecommunications Provider

QUANTUM INTERNET 
SOLUTIONS
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[ ART ADVENTURES ]  By Patricia Banks, Artist/Writer

Back inside my studio where the temperature is just right, fresh 
tea is being served. The controlled climate, and comfort of my work-
ing space, are wonderfully conducive to all kinds of creativity. I usually 
have several paintings on the go all at once.

While working on the details of a spotted owl in acrylic, I patiently wait 
for a new layer of oil paint to dry on a stormy seascape. Sometimes 
I will begin a new sketch, working out the composition dynamics on 
paper or choosing a colour palette that enhances my subject. Mov-
ing between activities in this way, keeps my thoughts fresh and my 
process adaptable. It is vital to stay focused however, as new ideas 
for paintings arise quickly and it is easy to get distracted by too many 
projects and too many choices. Almost instinctively, Autumn rhythms 
return, and a regular and productive pace follows.

The sights, sounds, colours, and experiences in summer’s recent mem-
ory, percolate into pleasant visions in my mind and spontaneously ar-
range themselves in order of their importance. Stunning sun-drenched 

Art AdventuresArt Adventures

landscapes, sparkling azure waters, curious little foxes, and gor-
geous, brightly coloured flowers, are all dancing with beauty and 
drama. Some of these inspirations will soon become new works 
while others will wait their turn a little longer. Fall is also the time 
when, by force of habit, actions are evaluated, goals are revised, 
schedules are reorganized, and much work is completed. The 
changing season brings new dreams that will be set in motion 
over the coming days and months of fall and winter. The creative 
cycle renews itself automatically and I find it best to jump in 
quick and go with the flow!

www.patriciabanks.ca | artist@patriciabanks.ca | 
facebook.com/patriciabanksfineart

Patricia Banks
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RAVISHING RENOS

Hook & Hook Designs is a full-service 
design company which stocks and 
sources everything you need for your 
home… and they have just set up a 
beautifully appointed showroom on 
Jingle Pot Road right here in Nanaimo!  
Owners, Andi and Larry Hook, have been 
serving the Saanich Peninsula and Greater 
Victoria since 2016, but have been working 
in the industry for much longer… and now 
they have extended their services to the 
Mid Island.  

Designing and crafting custom elements 
for every room in your home, their 
designers are experienced with modern 
and traditional concepts, and collaborate 
directly with clients, contractors and other 
designers. They go above and beyond 

in designing or building your space and 
manage your project from start to finish, 
making the transition from design to 
reality as comfortable for you as possible 
– that means your space is functional 
and beautiful and there’s no stress for 
you. Whether you are looking to renovate 
or refresh a Residential or Commercial 
space, engaging the services of an interior 
designer means that you have all their tools 
and expertise at your disposal.

We’re just coming out of a pandemic, so 
Hook & Hook’s tried-and-trusted virtual 
design services are in demand. You can get 
all your questions answered on a video call. 
They have one- or two-room make-over 
options which include: Video Call; Drafted 
Floor Plan; Mood Board; Click n Buy 

Love Where You Live with Hook & Hook

Shopping List; Reveal Call; and a Follow-Up Call. 

In addition, Hook & Hook offers custom 
cabinetry; is a priority dealer for Hunter Douglas; 
has the entire Surya line, as well as Amexco, Arte 
and York wall coverings … as well as select home 
décor furnishings.

Based at their new Design Centre in Nanaimo, 
they welcome visitors to view samples, examples 
and inspiration! The best ideas come through 
conversation and collaboration: get in touch 
with Andi and Larry Hook to get a dialogue 
started. 

You can Love Where You Live with  
Hook & Hook.

Mobile: 250-893-8124; Office: 778-351-4665; 
Email: info@hookandhookdesigns.com; 
Website: hookandhookdesigns.com

[ RAVISHING RENOS ] Compiled by Judy Stephan
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GARDENING & MORE
And so, it begins anew

[ BUCKERFIELD’S GARDENING TIPS ]  By Rosemarie Barnes

South End Nanaimo, 
 suite 1-1277 Island Hwy S    

250.753.4221

[ RAVISHING RENOS ]

Although January 1 is the official 
beginning of the year, September is the 
unofficial month of new beginnings. 
September sees the kids going to school, 
eager to see old friends, meet new friends, 
new teachers, new schools. It is a time of 
opportunity and excitement. For adults, the 
business world gets into high gear leaving 
the relative calm of the summer behind.

There are things to be done in our yards 
and homes, too, like cleaning out the 
spent and tired gardens and replacing 
annual plants with pansies and fall 
chrysanthemums. Just like every autumn, 
Buckerfield’s South not only has a 
beautiful variety of fall flowers, but also 
an assortment of shrubs and perennial 

delights. Because of the cooler nights and 
the increased chance of rain, September is 
a perfect time of year to plant grass or fall 
rye. It’s also time to preserve the fruits of 
our vegetable gardens, and canning is once 
again becoming a popular means to do that. 
All the supplies you need are in-store and 
ready for you.

At this time of year, varmints also feel the 
coming cooler weather and begin to look for 
shelter. Not that they don’t have a place in 
the ecosystem, but few of us are prepared 
to share our living space with them. 
Buckerfield’s has effective controls and 
deterrents so we can avoid time-sharing with 
the wild critters; the knowledgeable staff will 
be happy to assist you.

Take care of your backyard birds by 
supplying water, seed, and suet and 
consider that Fido and Fluffy will 
appreciate a new soft and cozy bed 
for the fall. Put their new bed in front 
of your pellet stove, put a match to 
the Cleanburn fuel and enjoy the 
longer and cooler evening hours of 
September.
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and one that I highly recommend 
to any aspiring musician looking 
to take their career to the next 
level.” — Emily Best (musician/
songwriter)

You are in luck! Kerilie has 
three upcoming ZOOM group 
workshops on Saturday 
September 18, October 
23, and November 27 at 
1pm PST. Where The JUNO 
Awards; Polaris Music Prize; 
and DownBeat Critics Poll are 
concerned – she’s an insider 
with everything you need to 
know.

[ READY, SET... LEARN! ] Compiled by Judy Stephan

Get the attention you 
deserve with one-on-one 
private online guitar lessons 
(Facetime, Zoom, Skype) 
with award-winning Kerilie 
McDowall (BFA Music, York 
University). Kerilie’s pedigree 
is impressive, so you will 
be sure to receive the best 
instruction available from 
the safety and comfort of 
your own home.
Kerilie is a past Vancouver 
guitarist, current Polaris 
Music Prize juror, recent JUNO 
Awards judge, former radio 
host/global Rhythm’a’ning jazz 
podcast producer and  former 
writer/music critic contributor 
for the American jazz magazine 
DownBeat. In 2016 Kerilie won 
the Atlanta, Georgia, Black 

Women & The Arts Awards 
Stiletto Woman of Distinction. 
Kerilie is also a multi-
Hollywood and internationally 
multi-award-winning Canadian 
film director who just peaked 
at 6.1 million in July on the 
IMDB Pro STARmeter and 
has won 6 awards (and still 
counting) and recently won for 
Best Director by Special Jury 
for her first short film, “In the 
Zone: Rick Kilburn.” 

Guitar Lessons: Ages 8 and 
up. Fall/winter registration is 
now underway. All styles. One 
hour: $43, and 45 minutes: 
$32, 30 minutes: $25.

Workshops by Group: 
Bootcamp for Recording Artists 
$165, 2½ hours. Private:  $250 
2½ hours. Learn planning your 

album: crucial industry 
timelines, media liaison, 
radio/media promotion, 
publicity tips, Canadian/
US publicist, press, and social 
media/grants suggestions.

5 Day coaching rate: $500 
Daily 90-minute sessions. 3 
Day: $325. Daily 90 minute 
intensive. 

Private coaching rate: 
$100 hourly. Music Writer 
workshop: $165

“Kerilie’s vast scope of relevant 
and versatile expertise within 
the music and media industry 
combined with her genuine love 
for the arts and artists makes 
her incredibly approachable, fun 
and inspiring to work with. This 
has been a deeply empowering 
experience as an emerging artist 

Canadian Online Guitar Lessons 

Let the Rockstar in You Shine!
photo by pvproductions-freepik
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child. Math Smart is Canadian 
Curriculum-based starting 
from grade 1 to grade 12 
(grade 12 covers Advanced 
Functions, Calculus and 
Vectors as well as Mathematics 
of Data Management). The 
Nelson English workbook goes 
to grade 10 while other books 
go to grade 8. Just come in and 
see what they have for you!

Don’t forget that  Kool & Child 
has a wall of science kits, 
arts and craft kits and a nice 
selection of Crayola products, 
paint and paper. Children of 
all ages love to create with 
their minds and their hands, 
and they like to think that they 
help all little artists with the 
supplies they need to start!

Does your child know all of 
the colours, shapes, letters or 
numbers? Kool & Child has 
some wonderful write on / wipe 
off books that can help them 
learn. Trend Enterprises has an 
assortment of these books that 
“Make Learning Fun!” Starting 

with – My Alphabet Book, I Can 
Count, Numbers 1-31 and more. 
You can even purchase wipe-off 
markers or crayons that go with 
them. Your child will have hours 
of fun writing or drawing then 
wiping away their work and doing 
it again in different colours!

For the child going into grades 
1-6, Kool & Child has multiple 
books from which they can 
choose. Whether it’s Reading, 
Writing, Math or Social Studies, 
they have single or multiple 
subjects for your student(s). 
Evan Moore has Top Student 
with many subjects that 
also cover STEM, (Science, 
Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics). These books 
are made for Preschool to 
Grade 6.

For Middle to High School  
Kool & Child also has 
educational books for your 

It’s time for back to school, 
are you prepared? 
If your little one is starting their very first school 
year, whether it’s pre-school or kindergarten, 
Kool & Child can help make it easier for you.

[ READY, SET... LEARN! ]  by Margaret Surette (Kool & Child)
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Going back to school is 
exciting for some children 
and anxiety-provoking for 
others. There’s no doubt that 
life is different than it was two 
years ago. Uncertainty has 
been a challenge for all of us; 
providing lots of reassurance 
and the comfort and stability 
of routines are especially 
important this year.  

Here are some suggestions 
for helping your family get  
off to a great start.

• Have a designated  
place for backpacks.

• Set out clothes for  
school the night before.

• Help your child be 
organized.  Wall calendars 
and a student planner help 
keep kids on track.

• Create a study space and 
stock it with the supplies 
needed. Even if it’s just a 
plastic container that can be 
put on the kitchen table, it’s 
important to be organized.

• Limit TV time and  
screen time now school  
is in session.

• Teach your child to pack a 
healthy lunch and snacks.

• Schedule regular  
reading time every day.

• Resist the urge to 
overschedule.  

• Regular bedtimes and 
morning routines make a 
huge difference to your child’s 
ability to learn effectively.

• If your child is in a class 
without last year’s friends, 
facilitate new friendships by 
arranging play dates.

• Introduce yourself to your 
child’s teachers this month 
and communicate regularly.

• Check in on mental health 
regularly. Some kids will be 
eager to be back in school 
while others may be worrying 
about a new teacher, new 
classmates, or Covid. 

• Practice gratitude. Ask each 
person at the dinner table 
to talk about one good thing 
about their day.

Sign on a high school bulletin 
board: “Free every Monday 
through Friday—knowledge.  
Bring your own containers."

© 2021, Virginia Brucker

[ POINTS TO PONDER ]  By Virginia Brucker

Off to a

Great Start

Photo by freepik
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We all get a special degree 
of pride after viewing and 
reading about the various 
Olympic, Canadian and 
World Championships 
achievements by our elite 
Canadian Athletes and 
Teams. Regardless of the 
competition, sport provides 
a definite avenue of pursuit, 
challenges and a rewarding 
feeling of accomplishment.

Pacific Sport Vancouver 
Island is a venue created to 
assist athletes, coaches and 
community sport services. 
The organization, located in 
Nanaimo, provides dedicated 
support to many registered 
athletes and coaches through 
partnerships with recreation 
departments, school districts 

and health authorities. It’s 
under the guidance of Executive 
Director Catherine Edwards, 
Operations Manager Jeannie 
Isbister and dedicated staff, 
including Geoff Hackett, Kevin 
Lindo, Jade Richardson and Kayla 
Liddle. Pacific Sport delivers 
programming to improve the 
quality of sport and physical 
activity on the Island.

They have services and 
programs to assist athletes 
and coaches in achieving 
their performance and 
competition goals. Pacific Sport 
Vancouver Island is funded 
by investments from the 
Province of BC, viaSport and 
the City of Nanaimo. Services 
include grassroots programs, 
after school programs, mental 

Bernie Pascall has an exten-
sive background in TV Sports, 
and 30 years as Sports Direc-
tor/Commentator with BCTV. 
He called the play by play 
of the Vancouver Canucks, 
World Hockey Champion-
ships and broadcast several 
Olympics, CFL, Whitecaps, 
Figure Skating and other 
sports. He’s a member of 
the Canadian Association of 
Broadcasters Hall of Fame.

INSIDE

sports
WITH BERNIE PASCALL

training, workshops for 
carded athletes, coaches and 
community members.

Their web site: pacificsportvi.
com outlines vital information 
pertaining to various programs 
and activities as featured on 
the site: “Vision is to encourage 
and facilitate a high level of 
physical literacy … providing 
education and opportunities 
for active living at all levels 
and for all abilities… we aim to 
build healthy communities and 
encourage lifelong engagement 
in sport and physical activity”.

Pacific Sport Vancouver 
Island has also introduced a 
new Coach Academy. It’s a 
12-month program providing 
coaches with courses, 
applied coaching workshops 
and mentorship. Coaching, 
combined with all the 
programs available, certainly 
inspires and makes a positive 
impact in various aspects of 
Sport and Healthy Living on 
Vancouver Island!
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vintage of white wines I 
have written about here. 
Fragrant, Okanagan fruit 
forward, this dry Pinot Gris 
displayed the blush only a 
white wine allowed to rest 
on its skins will exhibit. My 
choice, Screaming Frenzy 
2018 Pinot Noir from West 
Kelowna. On the dry side 
with the aroma of dark cherries, 
this medium bodied Pinot Noir 
has a slightly spicey finish. Just 
what you want in a Pinot Noir. 

Cedars has been riding an old 
wooden roller coaster these 
past months, with an eye on the 
horizon. So, it was a pleasure to 
see that they have maintained 
the quality and service we 
have come to expect, all the 
while keeping Covid protocols 
in place ensuring the safety of 
their staff and customers. 

We recently found ourselves 
in Parksville nestled in the 
urban forest at Tigh-Na-Mara 
Resort. There tucked away 
behind a hedge is Cedar’s new 
patio. A seamless extension of 
their restaurant, it is designed 
with their customers comfort 
in mind. Nicely landscaped, 
this space immediately felt 
like a comfortable pair of 
slippers. The only sounds this 
afternoon, the quiet talk at 
other tables and the soothing 
sounds of the water feature. 
Our servers, Grace and Aslan 
were very helpful as we chose 
a gluten free Mediterranean 
pizza to share. Delicious! From 
Cedar’s wine list, which boasts 
British Columbia and wines 
from around the world, we 
settled on Naramata Bench 
Hillside Winery’s unoaked Pinot 
Gris, one of the lovely 2020 

If you are looking to reward 
yourself after a long lazy stroll 
on Rathtrevor Beach or are 
meeting with friends to unwind 
after work, you can add Cedars 
to your list of must try patios. 

Island life is special, particularly 
when we slow down put our 
cell phones away, appreciate 
and support our local 
businesses. Be kind, be safe 
and be vaccinated.

There’s talk on the street, 
there’s a new kid in town!

There’s a new kid in town! 
“To be fair,” Paul Drummond, 
General Manager of Tigh-Na-
Mara Resort was quick to point 
out, “We have had a patio here 
for four years.” True, but this 
patio has had a total re-do and 
could prove to be a classic.  

[ SPILL THAT WINE ] 
By Chris Herbert

A resident of Qualicum Beach, Chris 
Herbert is a wine enthusiast and 
enjoys sharing with you all that 
British Columbia wines have to 

offer. He appreciates your continued 
input and looks forward to hearing 
from you with your questions and 

comments. spillthatvino@gmail.com
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Information Sources: Hub City Nanaimo 1886-1920 by Jan Peterson 
ISBN1-894384-66-0: Internet. Photo Credit: Nanaimo Museum

 

[ DESTINATION DOWNTOWN ]  By Joy Murray

Building BC

Canadian settled areas was daunting.  
Thus the price to be paid for inclusion into 
the Federation was the Canadian Pacific 
Railway which would link East to West. 
Workers, many from China, were needed 
to build the railway and in 1871, when BC 
entered Confederation, there were 2,000 
Chinese workers living in BC. A decade later, 
the number rose to 4,000.

When the last spike of the CPR had been 
hammered in, some Chinese workers left 
for the gold mines while others settled 
on Vancouver Island and worked in the 
coal mines. The Chinese workers were not 
treated well. They earned less money, were 
referred to by numbers, not names, and 
were blamed when things went wrong.  

The Chinese workers were tenacious and 
resilient and over time established a China 
Town. The majority of Chinese were men 

who sent their wages home to their 
families in China, however, a Mission 
School did provide education for the 
children growing up in China Town.                     

The population of Nanaimo benefitted 
from the presence of the industrious 
Chinese who served the community in 
local government, operated many services 
and supplied the population with fresh 
fruit and vegetables from a farm they 
established. Over time, China Town was 
destroyed by fire and was re-built two 
more times.

Many groups of people have created 
British Columbia and there is evidence 
of human habitation 14,000 years ago. 
On Vancouver Island and the coast of BC, 
several First Nations Groups emerged, 
many of them making their home on 
Vancouver Island. The Island had a lot to 
offer. Abundant fish and wildlife and an 
equable climate.

Explorers from around the world sailed 
around the Island. Spanish explorers had 
viewed much of the Northern Pacific but 
preferring a warmer climate, settled much 
further South.

Over time, as Nanaimo prospered with the 
discovery of an abundance of coal, Scottish 
and English miners were attracted to 
Nanaimo with the hope for a better life for 
their families. 

History was being made and as Canada was 
putting Confederation together, BC was 
being considered as a valuable additional 
resource. But the distance from the Eastern 

CHRONICLES OF NANAIMO
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Eric McLean “The Big 
Cheese”, Proprietor of 

McLean’s Specialty Foods 
and Member of the Guilde 

Internationale des  
Fromagers based in Paris

www.mcleansfoods.com 
426 Fitzwilliam St, 

Nanaimo | 250-754-0100

Say Cheese, Please
[ SAY CHEESE! ]  By Eric Mclean

cheese once you get it home? 

In North America, as a culture, 
we have largely been in the 
habit of reaching into the fridge, 
plopping the cheese onto the 
table, and getting stuck into this 
cold treat. Very bad habit. You 
have to remember that cheese 
has been around way longer 
than fridges, and while re-
frigeration has been a boon to 
helping us store and preserve 
cheese, it does not bring out 
the flavour properly. Like wine, 
cheese needs to breathe to 
allow the true flavour and tex-
ture to come out, so it should 

Obviously the customer doesn’t 
want the cheese to go bad and 
make them sick but it is actually 
very difficult to get sick from 
eating cheese, especially harder 
cheeses. So, yes, as long as your 
car isn’t like an oven on a hot 
summer’s day, your cheese will 
be fine for an hour or two in the 
trunk where it is usually cooler. 
The harder the cheese, the bet-
ter it will keep. But even if it’s a 
soft cheese it doesn’t really have 
time to go bad in an hour or two. 
Perhaps a bit softer but it will 
easily firm up again in the fridge.

So, how best to care for your 

always be taken out and allowed 
to come to room temperature 
for a minimum of one hour and 
in many cases 2 or 3 hours. What 
if you forget? Not the end of the 
world. It just won’t taste as good 
as it could.

Often, I will take my cheese out at 
night time to come to room tem-
perature overnight under a glass 
dome, perfect and ready to enjoy 
the following morning. A lovely 
soft French Camembert or Brie 
with crusty bread and marmal-
ade or strawberry jam is a great 
way to start the day!

Then afterwards, the cheese can 
be put back in the fridge until 
next time.

And so, until next time, say 
“Cheese!”

Something we get asked a lot is,  
“Will this cheese be okay in my car  

for an hour or two?” 
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Toss the Boss
If you’ve ever wanted to throw your 
boss off a bridge, this is your chance. 
On October 1st at WildPlay Nanaimo, 
corporate teams from across the 
South Island will gather to do exactly 
that.
In the event named “Toss The Boss”, 
local and corporate businesses of any 
kind are invited to form a company 
team and nominate their boss for 
a bungy jump. Teams must then 
fundraise a minimum of $500 for the 
exciting opportunity to watch their 
boss plummet 150ft over the Nanaimo 
River. But don’t stop at $500! Teams that 
raise over $1,000 will be given super 
soakers to drench their boss mid-bungy 
and teams that raise $2000 will get to 
bungy-DUNK their boss in the freezing 
water below! Beyond that, prizes will 
be awarded for top fundraising teams, 
and participants are encouraged to 
challenge their peers from competing 
companies—making this the ultimate 
community-wide tournament. Finally, 
if your boss doesn’t want to jump – no 
problem! All they have to do is match 
their employees fundraising amount 

[ OUR COMMUNITY ]

and they get to nominate one 
of their employees to take their 
place. With live music, food, yoga, 
and exciting WildPlay attractions 
including ziplines, axe throwing and 
much more, there is something for 
the whole family at “Toss The Boss”.

All event proceeds go towards the 
Victoria and Nanaimo Brain Injury 
Societies so they can continue 
their mission of supporting Brain 
Injury Survivors and their families 
through a combination of one-
on-one support, and innovative 
programs. “This is a fun and exciting 
way for us to reach a new audience 
and let them know about our 
organization,” said Pam Prewett, 

Executive Director of the 
Victoria Brain Injury Society. 
Every year, there are 22,000 
new cases of brain injuries 
reported in the province. 
“Brain injury is known as the 
silent epidemic,” said Kix 
Citton, Executive Director 
of the Nanaimo Brain Injury 
Society. “Resources, services, 
and research are desperately 
needed to support brain injury 
survivors.”

Sign up for the event today 
at tosstheboss.ca or check 
them out on Instagram 
at @tossthebossbc and 
#tossthebossbc

Did you move to beautiful 
Vancouver Island for an idyllic 
laid-back lifestyle? Are you 
planning such a move?
Consider enhancing your island 
lifestyle with the freedom of 
owning your own business. 
Owning a business gives island 
residents the enviable combination 
of better-than-average income and 
the freedom to design their work 
schedule around other interests.

There is ample choice. Over 
the years both traditional and 
unexpected businesses have 
evolved on the island. As an 

island-based Business Broker for 
15-plus years, Michael Naprawa has 
witnessed growth and professionally 
evaluated these opportunities. 

“The island has been an incubator for 
innovative niche businesses, some of 
which have developed an international 
clientele,” he said. “Plus we have many 
solid, traditional businesses that meet 
the daily needs of residents.”

Many of these successful operations 
now seek new owners as baby 
boomers retire. 

As a business broker, Naprawa 
negotiates a successful transfer 

between the business seller and 
buyer. The scope of his services 
is invaluable for both buyer and 
seller: he confirms the operation 
is sound, the numbers are 
accurate, the seller receives fair 
value, and the purchaser gains a 
sound investment.

If you are interested in exploring 
business opportunities or are 
contemplating the sale of your 
business, feel free to give us a 
call at 1-877-289-0969 or visit 
the following website at www.
bcbusinessbroker.ca

Base Your Island Lifestyle on Your Own Business
By Valorie Lennox
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OR Château de Couches. Later 
in the day, treat your palate to 
a tasting of Chalonnaise wines.

Day 11: Chalon-sur Saône - 
DISEMBARKATION - Transfer to 
hotel via Dijon, the wonderfully 
picturesque capital of the 
historic Burgundy region. 
Renowned for its traditional 
mustard, Dijon boasts one of 
the best-preserved medieval 
centres in France. Stop in the 
lovely commune of Bourg-
en-Bresse, famous for its 
Gothic Brou Royal monastery, 
centuries-old timber-framed 
houses, and its Renaissance-
style Cathedral of Our Lady … 
and on to Geneva.

Day 12: Geneva - gateway to 
the Swiss Alps with traditions 
in watchmaking and chocolate 
making. Enjoy “The Peace 
Capital” city tour.

Day 13: Geneva -“Pearl of the 
French Alps” Annecy excursion 
and Chillon Castle visit.

Day 14: Geneva - Return flight 
home.

Call today Very Limited space available!

ITINERARY: 
Day 1: Nice – Hotel check-in

Day 2: Nice – City tour. Once 
the premier spot for English 
aristocrats, this scenic capital 
of the French Riviera is now a 
world-renowned, top-of-the-
range holiday destination. 
Gaze at the azure waters of 
the Mediterranean and take 
in the sites.

Day 3: Nice - Monaco and 
Monte Carlo excursion. Enjoy 
a scenic walking tour along 
the charming cobblestone 
streets of the hilltop town 
of Eze. Sample the local 
fare for lunch, explore 
intimate Monaco-Ville, a 
picturesque medieval village 
with phenomenal views of 
the sea, take in the beauty 
of Monte Carlo, famous for 
its casino and Formula One 
Monaco Grand Prix.

Day 4: Nice - Transfer to 
Arles in Aix-en-Provence, a 
charming commune north 
of Marseille. Enjoy a city 
tour with its sidewalk cafes, 
fountains and Old Town 

before embarking your ship 
for the beginning of your river 
cruise. EMBARKATION

Day 5: Arles / Avignon – Arles 
walking tour OR Van Gogh 
walking tour OR Arles bike 
tour OR Avignon walking tour 
OR Tastes of Avignon. In the 
evening enjoy the Avignon 
Illuminations cruise. 

Day 6: Valence – Valence is 
a designated “City of Art and 
History,” where you can see 
the 11th-century Cathedral of 
St. Apollinaris and House of 
Heads. Valence city tour OR 
Northern Rhône’s Cornas red 
wine tasting OR Bike tour.

Day 7: Vienne / Lyon - Vienne 
boasts marvellously preserved 
Roman ruins. 

Vienne walking tour OR 
ViaRhôna bike tour OR Mount 
Pipet hike.

If you’re a self-described 
foodie, enjoy a Lyon (“France’s 
Culinary Capital”) tasting tour 
when you can taste local 
delights OR Lyon bike tour. 
In the evening, enjoy the city 
illuminated during a scenic 

nighttime cruise. 

Day 8: Macon / Tournus 
“The South Burgundy 
City” Mâcon tour including 
vineyards and historical 
sites OR Cluny known for 
its large abbey and nearby 
castle Berze-le-Chatel OR 
Bike tour to Berze-le-Chatel 
OR Monastère de Brou OR 
Mâconnais wine tasting. Later 
in the day, enjoy a panoramic 
view from the Sun Deck as 
you sail to Tournus, OR a 
Mâcon to Tournus bike ride. 

Day 9: Tournus - Tournus 
city tour and Abbey of 
Saint Philibert visit OR 17th 
century Château Cormatin 
with beautiful gardens OR 
Medieval Brancion. Scenic 
cruising OR Bike ride to 
Chalon-sur-Saône.

Day 10: Chalon-sur Saône 
- Located in southern 
Burgundy at the heart of the 
Côte Chalonnaise wine region  
you can enjoy an Historic City 
tour OR Beaune walking tour 

PLEASE JOIN SHAWN KILNER - OWNER IMAGINE 
CRUISE & TRAVEL - ON THIS HOSTED

ADVERTISEMENT

Shawn Kilner

Essence of Burgundy and Provence Essence of Burgundy and Provence 
RIVER CRUISE - WINE CRUISE!RIVER CRUISE - WINE CRUISE!

JULY 3RD 2023 TO JULY 16TH 2023
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Home to an eclectic group of businesses: specialty shoppes, boutiques, restaurants, community service providers and professionals.

SHOP   •   DINE   •   RELAX     www.oldcityquarter.com
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Dark Roads
by Chevy Stevens

*Adapted from a facebook post and does not reflect the views of the editor or Nanaimo Magazine

LINES TO
MAKE YOU SMILE

• They say every piece of 
chocolate you eat shortens 
your life by 2 minutes. 
I have done the math – 
Seems I died in 1537.

• I’m taking the wine box 
back for a refund. They 
said once opened it would 
last 6 weeks, but it only 
lasted 3 hours.

• Why did the can crusher 
quit his job? Because it 
was soda pressing.

• I love salad from my head 
tomatoes.

• What did the grape say 
when it got stepped on? 
Nothing - but it let out a 
little whine.

• You haven’t experienced 
true heartbreak until 
you have thought about 
leftovers all day, and 
then come home to find 
someone ate them.

Food For Thought
• Dove chocolate tastes way 

better than their soap.
• If pigs could fly, imagine 

how good the wings would 
taste.

• How do you make an apple 
turnover? Push it down hill.

• I went to a seafood disco 
last week and pulled a 
mussel.

• What do you call Spiritual 
cheese? Cheeses of 
Nazareth.

• When you eat spicy food, 
you can lose your taste. 
When I was in India last 
summer, I was listening to  
a lot of Coldplay.

• My winter fat has finally 
gone, and now I have 
spring rolls.

• What did the apple say 
to the orange? Nothing 
stupid... apples don't talk!

I don’t usually talk about mysteries and thrillers here, but 
did you know that we have a neighbour that is one of the 
best in the business? Chevy Stevens is a Vancouver Island 
author that writes impeccable mysteries and her new release 
“Dark Roads” has arrived. Chevy writes suspense that never 
stalls. She also does not rely on the “twist” at the end to make 
the story interesting. Every moment counts and propels the 
story forward.

“Dark Roads” takes place along a stretch of highway in British 
Columbia where young women have gone missing for decades, 
where predators lurk to prey on anyone travelling the area. 
No one has ever been brought to justice for the crimes 
committed along that road. (Sound familiar? Indeed, inspired 
by the Highway of Tears.) In this novel, you follow the stories 
of two women, Beth and Hailey, whose lives have been directly 
affected by the violence and mystery of that highway. Dangers 
abound as Beth strives to uncover the truth behind her sister’s 
murder and as her efforts also start to illuminate the truth 
behind Hailey’s disappearance. A smart, fast-paced thriller, this 
book is sure to satisfy your need for a great mystery.  

[ BOOK TALK ]  
Windowseat Books  
(by Andree Bizier)

info@windowseatbooks.ca
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[ PAWS FOR THOUGHT ]                   

observe, we learn so much from them. 
They are loyal and faithful companions, 
complementing our lives in so many 
unique and unconditional ways.

If we are feeling sick, they intuitively know 
to come and lie close to us and when we 
are having a bad day or feeling emotionally 
distraught, they know exactly how to 
bring us joy and heal our discomfort. Our 
companion animals mirror our emotions 
and just as we 
would grieve 
for a loved one, 
they will grieve 
for a lost animal 
companion as 
well.

Elephants and 
ocean mammals, 
like whales, 
seals and sea 
lions, have been 
known to grieve 
a family member, 
experiencing that 
sense of loss, just 
like we would.
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Animals 
are Sentient 
Beings 
At some point in my early childhood, I 
remember dedicating and devoting my life 
to animals, because I felt such a deep and 
profound connection to them. Since that 
time, I made it my life’s journey to learn, love, 
help and protect them, seeing all animals as 
sentient beings. For the past forty-two years, 
I have worked with animals of various species 
in three countries and in many different 
capacities. I feel privileged to live a life where 
I can take care of a variety of animals and I 
always cherish the time we have together. I 
learn an immense amount from being with 
animals… they are devoted friends and some 
of my greatest teachers. When we take the 
time to connect with our animals, to listen and 

By Deborah Short  
Aka Merry Puppinns

It is not far-fetched, therefore, to revere 
all animals, seeing them in the spotlight 
and on the red carpet as beautiful sentient 
beings. When we view animals in this light, 
it strengthens the bonds we form with 
them. The human-animal relationship 
is a bond like no other, truly one of 
life’s greatest gifts, a treasure we carry 
throughout our lifetime.

MERRY PUPPINNS

Deborah Short a.k.a. Merry Pup-
pinns is a qualified Veterinary 
Assistant with over 10 years’ experi-
ence & has spent the last 2 decades 
devoted to the care & wellbeing of 
animals. She specializes in compas-
sionate care of geriatric, special 
needs animals and offers profes-
sional understanding for those 
healing from injustices & anxiety. 
She provides excellent, compas-
sionate Pet-sitting Services for your 
beloved pets whilst you are away, 
as well as visits for administering 
medication as per your Vet’s in-
structions, as well as special diets. 
Fully insured & bonded. Single dog 
walks & cat pats, Plod n’ Sniff for 
senior dogs. Call for a free consul-
tation today. (250) 402-3488 Email:  
4merry.puppinns@gmail.com.

Our storefront is open for exploring!  Current hours are Wed-Sat, 11am-3pm

HOROSCOPE
SEPTEMBER 2021 | BY STACEY HARAKAS

LOBELIA’S LAIR 
8-321 Wesley St.  
Old City Quarter, 
Nanaimo    
250-753-5440 www.lobeliaslair.ca

METAPHYSICAL 
TREASURES

VIRGO (Aug 23 - Sep 22) 
Take the time to recognise 
how so many of your dreams 
have already come true. 

LIBRA (Sep 23 - Oct 22) 
How are past wounds 
impacting your ability to 
create a balanced future?

SCORPIO (Oct 23 - Nov 21) 
 Break free from what stops 
you from yielding to the wild 
desire in your heart. 

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 - Dec 21) 
A wound unacknowledged 
is a wound that will remain 
unhealed. 

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 - Jan 19)   
Liberate yourself from 
limitations that suppress your 
true power.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 - Feb 19)  
We are naturally joy-seeking 
beings. Seek out what pleases 
you. 

PISCES (Feb 20 - Mar 20)  
Something you resist is a 
fulfilled wish in disguise - 
dive deeper.. 

ARIES (Mar 21 - Apr 20) 
Your peace comes from 
finally acknowledging a truth 
this month. 

TAURUS (Apr 20 - May 21) 
Light begins to shed on 
blessings that were hidden in 
shadows. 

GEMINI (May 22 - Jun 20)  
An unknown chapter begins 
as you embark on a new 
adventure. 

CANCER (Jun 21 - Jul 22)  
You witness the heart's 
incredible ability to open and 
love again after heartbreak. 

LEO (Jul 23 - Aug 22) 
Acknowledge where 
abundance already pours into 
your life to attract more.
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